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abstract: In this paper, we study inextensible flows of b−m1 developable surfaces
of biharmonic new type b−slant helix in the Sol

3. We characterize one parameter
family of the b−m1 developable surfaces in terms of their Bishop curvatures.
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1. Introduction

Developable surfaces are defined as the surfaces on which the Gaussian curva-
ture is 0 everywhere. The developable surfaces are useful since they can be made
out of sheet metal or paper by rolling a flat sheet of material without stretch-
ing it. Most large-scale objects such as airplanes or ships are constructed using
un-stretched sheet metals, since sheet metals are easy to model and they have
good stability and vibration properties. Moreover, sheet metals provide good fluid
dynamic properties. In ship or airplane design, the problems usually stem from
engineering concerns and in engineering design there has been a strong interest in
developable surfaces [2,3,13].

A smooth map φ : N −→ M is said to be biharmonic if it is a critical point of
the bienergy functional:

E2 (φ) =

∫

N

1

2
|T(φ)|

2
dvh,

where T(φ) := tr∇φdφ is the tension field of φ [4-11].
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The Euler–Lagrange equation of the bienergy is given by T2(φ) = 0. Here the
section T2(φ) is defined by

T2(φ) = −∆φT(φ) + trR (T(φ), dφ) dφ, (1.1)

and called the bitension field of φ. Non-harmonic biharmonic maps are called
proper biharmonic maps.

This study is organised as follows: Firstly, we study inextensible flows of b−m1

developable surfaces of biharmonic new type b−slant helix in the Sol3. Finally,
characterize one parameter family of the b−m1 developable surfaces in terms of
their Bishop curvatures.

2. Riemannian Structure of Sol Space Sol3

Sol space, one of Thurston’s eight 3-dimensional geometries, can be viewed as
R

3 provided with Riemannian metric

gSol3 = e2zdx2 + e−2zdy2 + dz2,

where (x, y, z) are the standard coordinates in R
3 [11,12].

Note that the Sol metric can also be written as:

gSol3 =

3
∑

i=1

ωi ⊗ ωi,

where
ω1 = ezdx, ω2 = e−zdy, ω3 = dz,

and the orthonormal basis dual to the 1-forms is

e1 = e−z ∂

∂x
, e2 = ez

∂

∂y
, e3 =

∂

∂z
. (2.1)

Proposition 2.1. For the covariant derivatives of the Levi-Civita connection of
the left-invariant metric gSol3 , defined above the following is true:

∇ =





−e3 0 e1

0 e3 −e2

0 0 0



 , (2.2)

where the (i, j)-element in the table above equals ∇ei
ej for our basis

{ek, k = 1, 2, 3} = {e1, e2, e3}.

Lie brackets can be easily computed as:

[e1, e2] = 0, [e2, e3] = −e2, [e1, e3] = e1.

The isometry group of Sol3 has dimension 3. The connected component of the
identity is generated by the following three families of isometries:

(x, y, z) → (x+ c, y, z) ,

(x, y, z) → (x, y + c, z) ,

(x, y, z) →
(

e−cx, ecy, z + c
)

.
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3. Biharmonic New Type b−Slant Helices in Sol Space Sol3

Assume that {t,n,b} be the Frenet frame field along γ. Then, the Frenet frame
satisfies the following Frenet–Serret equations:

∇tt = κn,

∇tn = −κt+ τb, (3.1)

∇tb = −τn,

where κ is the curvature of γ and τ its torsion [14,15] and

gSol3 (t, t) = 1, gSol3 (n,n) = 1, gSol3 (b,b) = 1, (3.2)

gSol3 (t,n) = gSol3 (t,b) = gSol3 (n,b) = 0.

The Bishop frame or parallel transport frame is an alternative approach to
defining a moving frame that is well defined even when the curve has vanishing
second derivative, [1]. The Bishop frame is expressed as

∇tt = k1m1 + k2m2,

∇tm1 = −k1t, (3.3)

∇tm2 = −k2t,

where

gSol3 (t, t) = 1, gSol3 (m1,m1) = 1, gSol3 (m2,m2) = 1, (3.4)

gSol3 (t,m1) = gSol3 (t,m2) = gSol3 (m1,m2) = 0.

Here, we shall call the set {t,m1,m1} as Bishop trihedra, k1 and k2 as Bishop
curvatures and δ (s) = arctan k2

k1

, τ (s) = δ′ (s) and κ(s) =
√

k21 + k22 .

Bishop curvatures are defined by

k1 = κ(s) cos δ (s) ,

k2 = κ(s) sin δ (s) .

With respect to the orthonormal basis {e1, e2, e3} we can write

t = t1e1 + t2e2 + t3e3,

m1 = m1
1e1 +m2

1e2 +m3
1e3, (3.5)

m2 = m1
2e1 +m2

2e2 +m3
2e3.

Theorem 3.1. γ : I −→ Sol3 is a biharmonic curve according to Bishop frame if
and only if

k21 + k22 = constant 6= 0,

k′′1 −
[

k21 + k22
]

k1 = −k1
[

2m3
2 − 1

]

− 2k2m
3
1m

3
2, (3.6)

k′′2 −
[

k21 + k22
]

k2 = 2k1m
3
1m

3
2 − k2

[

2m3
1 − 1

]

.
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Definition 3.2. A regular curve γ : I −→ Sol3 is called a new type slant helix
provided the unit vector m2 of the curve γ has constant angle M with some fixed
unit vector u,that is

gSol3 (m2 (s) , u) = cosM for all s ∈ I. (3.7)

The condition is not altered by reparametrization, so without loss of generality
we may assume that new type slant helices have unit speed. The new type slant
helices can be identified by a simple condition on natural curvatures.

To separate a new type slant helix according to Bishop frame from that of
Frenet- Serret frame, in the rest of the paper, we shall use notation for the curve
defined above as new type b−slant helix.

We shall also use the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3. Let γ : I −→ Sol3 be a unit speed curve. Then γ is a new type
b−slant helix if and only if

k1 = −k2 cotM. (3.8)

In the light of above theorem, we express the following result without proof:

Theorem 3.4. Let γ : I −→ Sol3 be a unit speed non-geodesic biharmonic new
type b−slant helix. Then, the position vector of γis

γ (s) = [
cosM

S2
1 + sin2

M
[−S1 cos [S1s+ S2] + sinM sin [S1s+ S2]] + S4e

− sinMs+S3 ]e1

+[
cosM

S2
1 + sin2

M
[− sinM cos [S1s+ S2] + S1 sin [S1s+ S2]] + S5e

sinMs−S3 ]e2

+[− sinMs+ S3]e3, (3.9)

where S1, S2, S3, S4, S5 are constants of integration, [7].

4. Inextensible Flows of b−m1 Developable Surfaces of Biharmonic

New Type b−Slant Helices in Sol Space Sol3

To separate a m1 developable according to Bishop frame from that of Frenet-
Serret frame, in the rest of the paper, we shall use notation for this surface as
b−m1 developable.

The purpose of this section is to study b−m1 developable of biharmonic new
type b−slant helix in Sol3.

The b−m1 developable of γ is a ruled surface

Dnew (s, u) = γ (s) + um1. (4.1)

Definition 4.1. A surface evolution Dnew(s, u, t) and its flow
∂Dnew

∂t
are said to

be inextensible if its first fundamental form {E,F,G} satisfies

∂E

∂t
=

∂F

∂t
=

∂G

∂t
= 0. (4.2)
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Definition 4.2. We can define the following one-parameter family of developable
ruled surface

Dnew (s, u, t) = γ (s, t) + um1 (s, t) . (4.3)

Hence, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3. Let Dnew be one-parameter family of the b−m1 developable of a

unit speed non-geodesic biharmonic new type b−slant helix. Then
∂Dnew

∂t
is inex-

tensible if and only if

∂

∂t
((1− uk1 (t)) cosM (t) sin [S1 (t) s+ S2 (t)])

2

+
∂

∂t
((1− uk1 (t)) cosM (t) cos [S1 (t) s+ S2 (t)])

2 (4.4)

= −
∂

∂t
((1− uk1 (t)) sinM (t) )2,

Proof: Assume that Dnew (s, u, t) be a one-parameter family of the b−m1 devel-
opable of a unit speed non-geodesic biharmonic new type b−slant helix.

From our assumption, we get the following equation

m2 = sinM (t) sin [S1 (t) s+ S2 (t)] e1 + sinM (t) cos [S1 (t) s+ S2 (t)] e2

+cosM (t) e3, (4.5)

where S1, S2 are smooth functions of time.
On the other hand, using Bishop formulas Eq.(3.3) and Eq.(2.1), we have

m1 = cos [S1 (t) s+ S2 (t)] e1 − sin [S1 (t) s+ S2 (t)] e2. (4.6)

Using above equation and Eq.(4.5), we get

t = cosM (t) sin [S1 (t) s+ S2 (t)] e1+cosM (t) cos [S1 (t) s+ S2 (t)] e2−sinM (t) e3.
(4.7)

Furthermore, we have the natural frame {(Dnew)s , (Dnew)u} given by

(Dnew)
s

= (1− uk1 (t)) cosM (t) sin [S1 (t) s+ S2 (t)] e1

+(1− uk1 (t)) cosM (t) cos [S1 (t) s+ S2 (t)] e2 − (1− uk1 (t)) sinM (t)

and
(Dnew)u = cos [S1 (t) s+ S2 (t)] e1 − sin [S1 (t) s+ S2 (t)] e2 (4.8)

The components of the first fundamental form are

∂E

∂t
=

∂

∂t
((1− uk1 (t)) cosM (t) sin [S1 (t) s+ S2 (t)])

2

+
∂

∂t
((1− uk1 (t)) cosM (t) cos [S1 (t) s+ S2 (t)])

2

+
∂

∂t
((1− uk1 (t)) sinM (t) )

2
,
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∂F

∂t
= 0, (4.9)

∂G

∂t
= 0.

Hence,
∂Dnew

∂t
is inextensible if and only if Eq.(4.4) is satisfied. This concludes

the proof of theorem. ✷

Theorem 4.4. Let Dnew be one-parameter family of the b−m1 developable sur-
face of a unit speed non-geodesic biharmonic new type b−slant helix. Then, the
parametric equations of this family are given by

xDnew
(s, u, t) = −

esinM(t)s−S3(t) cosM (t)

S21 (t) + sin2 M (t)
S1 (t) cos [S1 (t) s+ S2 (t)]

+
esinM(t)s−S3(t) cosM (t)

S21 (t) + sin2 M (t)
sinM (t) sin [S1 (t) s+ S2 (t)]]

+S4 (t) e
− sinM(t)s+S3(t) + u cos [S1 (t) s+ S2 (t)] , (4.10)

yDnew
(s, u, t) = − sinM (t)

e− sinM(t)s+S3(t) cosM (t)

S21 (t) + sin2 M (t)
cos [S1 (t) s+ S2 (t)]

+S1 (t)
e− sinM(t)s+S3(t) cosM (t)

S21 (t) + sin2 M (t)
sin [S1 (t) s+ S2 (t)]]

+S5 (t) e
sinM(t)s−S3(t) − u sin [S1 (t) s+ S2 (t)] ,

zDnew
(s, u, t) = − sinM (t) s+ S3 (t) ,

where S1, S2, S3, S4, S5 are smooth functions of time.

Proof: The parametric equations of Dnew (s, u, t) can be found from (3.9), (4.3).
This concludes the proof of Theorem. ✷

We can use Mathematica in above theorem, yields
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 1,2: The equation (4.10) is illustrated colour Red, Blue, Purple, Orange,
Magenta, Cyan, Yellow, Green at the time t = 1, t = 1.2, t = 1.4, t = 1.6, t = 1.8,
t = 2, t = 2.2, t = 2.4, respectively.
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